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TEHRAN: An Iranian newspaper editor who defied a
national reporting ban on former president
Mohammad Khatami hit back at threats of prosecution
yesterday, saying that such restrictions were unconstitu-
tional. Mahmoud Doaei, managing editor of the Ettelaat
daily, was indicted on Tuesday by a media court for
using a picture of two-time reformist president Khatami
in Saturday’s edition of the paper. Ettelaat also translat-
ed remarks attributed to Khatami in an interview he
gave to Lebanon’s As-Safir newspaper.

The ruling on Khatami, issued by Tehran’s prosecu-
tor, amounts to a domestic media blackout and is
linked to Iran’s disputed presidential vote in 2009 in
which Mahmoud Ahmadinejad was re-elected.
Khatami, whose tenure was marked by unsuccessful

attempts to open up Iran to the West, was among
prominent figures who said the ballot was fraudulent
and refused to recognise Ahmadinejad’s victory.

Despite the indictment Doaei used a front page edi-
torial to write an open letter to Iranian President
Hassan Rouhani suggesting that officials behind “sub-
jective” directives, rather than editors, should be prose-
cuted.

“Ettelaat daily won’t accept it,” Doaei wrote, saying
the media ban was not based on law or regulations
and calling on Rouhani to tell Iran’s judiciary to “stop
this unconstitutional procedure”. “We will continue our
rational process of reporting on the gentle, popular
and distinguished character of the revolution,” he said
of Khatami, calling him an “old friend” of Imam

Ruhollah Khomeini, Iran’s first supreme leader.
Publication of the editorial was swiftly followed by

the judiciary saying Doaei, an official media representa-
tive of current supreme leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei,
had given a commitment not to breach the order. “The
managing director of Ettelaat has been summoned to
the special clerics court. He was investigated and a
signed pledge has been obtained from him,” the judici-
ary spokesman said in a statement.

The apparent undertaking from Doaei was at odds
with the rest of his editorial. He said restrictions on cov-
erage of Khatami breached the ex-president’s rights as
well as going against freedom of the press. “Any
authority or dependent agents who go against the
constitution, removes personal freedom or deprives

people of their rights under the constitution should be
barred from service for one to five years, or face up to
three years in jail,” Doaei said.

After the 2009 election, Khatami echoed claims by
reformist opposition leaders Mir Hossein Mousavi and
Mehdi Karroubi that the vote was rigged. Mousavi and
Karroubi, who ran against Ahmadinejad, have been
under house arrest since February 2011, and pictures
of them are barred while reports describe them as
“heads of the sedition”, the name given by the regime
to deadly protests that erupted after the vote. Khatami
repeatedly called for the release of Mousavi and
Karroubi but following the media ban on his name and
picture he is referred to only as “head of the reformist
government”. — AFP

Press: Khatami media ban unconstitutional

RAMALLAH: In this Nov 29, 2015, file photo, Palestinian protesters throw stones at Israeli troops during clashes following a demonstration to
demand the release of bodies of Palestinian attackers being held by Israeli authorities, in the West Bank city. — AP 

RAMALLAH: On a recent morning, Palestinian taxi
driver Shadi Kaseeb dropped off his two oldest chil-
dren at school before picking up his first passenger
- a seemingly routine start to his day. Before noon,
the 31-year-old driver was dead, shot by two Israeli
civilians after police said he ran toward them with a
kitchen knife. Five days later, in the same West Bank
spot, Shadi’s younger brother Fadi rammed his car
into two Israelis at a bus stop near a Jewish settle-
ment before being shot dead.

The brothers were among dozens of Palestinians
gunned down by Israeli troops or civilians since
September in what Israel says were attempted or
actual Palestinian attacks. The attacks, mainly
involving cars or knives, have killed 19 Israelis.

Now in its third month, this round of Israeli-
Palestinian violence has defied definitions and easy
explanations. Almost daily, ordinary Palestinians -
many in their teens and without political affiliations
- carry out what are essentially suicide missions. Yet
most attacks appear to be spontaneous, lacking a
guiding hand or clear tactical goal. Political and per-
sonal motives appear to overlap.

The violence is playing out in one of the darkest
periods of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, with Israeli
rule over Palestinians well-entrenched. Hopes for a
peace deal establishing a Palestinian state are at a
low after Israelis this year re-elected their hard-line
government, which continues to build Jewish set-
tlements in the West Bank.

The killing of dozens of Palestinians by Israeli fire
in recent months, including in stone-throwing
clashes, has further stoked popular anger. Some
rights activists blame what they say is a “shoot-to-
kill” atmosphere in Israel, fueled by incendiary com-
ments by leading Israeli politicians and security offi-
cials.

Revenge factor 
Militant groups such as Hamas and Islamic Jihad

are further stirring anti-Israeli sentiment among
Palestinians, particularly on their widely watched TV
stations. Amateur video of perceived incidents of
excessive use of force by Israel is shared on social
media, ubiquitous among young Palestinians.

Revenge is also a factor-some assailants seek ret-
ribution for family members killed by Israeli fire. This
mix has helped perpetuate what initially appeared
to be just another flare-up, one of many in the cen-
tury-old conflict.

“This popular uprising has continued longer
than observers expected,” said political scientist
Ahmed Azim at the West Bank’s Bir Zeit University.
The level of violence remains below that seen in
two Palestinian uprisings against Israeli occupation
since the late 1980s, but has also shown no sign of
slowing down. Palestinian President Mahmoud
Abbas has said the attacks are spontaneous out-
bursts of Palestinian anger. “No one called for it, but
it came from the hearts of these young people who
saw everything with their own eyes, the injustice
and the attacks by (Israeli) settlers,” he said last
month. At the same time, the internationally
backed idea of setting up a Palestinian state next to
Israel - roughly in the West Bank, Gaza Strip and
east Jerusalem, lands Israel captured in 1967 - is off
the table for now.

Leading figures in Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu’s government openly oppose
a two-state solution, Abbas has given up hope of
independence through negotiations after two
decades of failed attempts and US mediators say
they see no point in pursuing a deal during the
remainder of President Barack Obama’s term.

Netanyahu’s government says the attacks are the
result of incitement by Abbas, as well as the
Palestinian leader’s main political rival, Hamas, and
a recently outlawed branch of the Islamic
Movement in Israel, which has ties to Hamas.

Those inciting to violence are driven by hatred
of Israelis and opposition to the existence of the
state of Israel, and spread their message over social
media networks to Palestinian youth, argue Israeli
government officials, who rarely mention that
Palestinians have been living under Israeli rule for a
half-century.

At a recent Cabinet meeting, Netanyahu por-
trayed the current Palestinian attacks as a continua-
tion of “terrorism that has been with us for almost
100 years,” adding that “we have defeated it time
and again (and) will defeat it this time as well.”
Abbas publicly opposes violence as detrimental to
Palestinian interests, but hasn’t denounced the
recent attacks, even on Israeli civilians, for fear of
losing Palestinian public opinion. Behind the
scenes, his security services have been trying to
lower the flames. Plainclothes agents make sure
Palestinian stone-throwers don’t open fire on Israeli
troops. His forces also arrested some alleged would-
be attackers.

Social media’s role 
Israel’s Shin Bet security service appears to agree

with Abbas to some extent, portraying the attacks
as largely spontaneous and carried out by individu-
als. In comments on its website, the agency also
said anti-Israel incitement on social media plays a
role. “The young live on the Internet,” the agency
said of the new generation of Palestinians.
Facebook and Twitter are more effective organizers
of stone-throwing protests than Hamas and Abbas’
Fatah. Those groups played a key role in previous
uprisings but now struggle to mobilize large
crowds. 

However, Hamas and the smaller militant group
Islamic Jihad exert influence through their media
outlets, including TV stations that play songs in
praise of attackers. One of the songs is accompa-
nied by images of a young Palestinian watching
Israeli soldiers pushing or beating Palestinian
women in Jerusalem. He takes a knife and attacks
soldiers, to lyrics exhorting him to “defend your
honor, your sisters.” Palestinians also post videos of
attacks and their aftermath, including the shootings
of Palestinians by Israelis. The Israeli human rights
group B’Tselem said that in at least five cases, docu-

mented by amateur video or witness testimony,
Palestinians were shot after they no longer posed a
threat. Four of them, including two teenage girls,
were killed, and one was seriously wounded.

The group blamed what it called a “shoot to kill’”
approach promoted by senior members of the
Netanyahu government. Israeli security officials
deny such a policy is in place, saying forces are
instructed to open fire only in life-threatening situa-
tions. Yossi Sedbon, a former police commander in
the West Bank, defended the use of force, saying
even assailants who appear to have been “neutral-
ized” could still pose a threat. Sedbon said the wave
of attacks is unprecedented and poses a challenge
to security forces because “we don’t have any clue
where and when it will happen.” Shadi Kaseeb’s
actions certainly came out of the blue, his family
said, insisting the chain of events leading to his
death began with a traffic accident. On Nov 22,
Shadi drove his two oldest children, 7-year-old
Samira and 6-year-old Mohammed, to school in the
West Bank town of Ramallah, before taking a pas-
senger to Jericho, about an hour’s drive away.

On the way back, near the settlement industrial
park of Mishor Adumim, his taxi swerved into an
Israeli vehicle in the next lane, according to Israeli
police. Shadi got out of his car, wielding a 20-cen-
timeter-long kitchen knife and ran toward a group
of Israelis before being shot by two civilians, police
said. “I can’t believe my husband wanted to stab
anyone because he knows we need him,” said his
wife Athab, 29, speaking in the family’s small base-
ment apartment. “We are a very poor family...and
have three kids to raise.”

Brother-in-law Mohammed Samara, 27, said
Kaseeb was deeply affected by what he felt was
unrestrained Israeli violence against Palestinians.
“Shadi was a very sensitive guy,” said Samara. “He
used to watch the news on TV and feel sad.”

Five days after Shadi’s death, 30-year-old Fadi
followed in his older brother’s footsteps. The super-
market clerk, a father of two with a baby on the
way, drove to the Mishor Adumim intersection and
rammed his car into two Israelis waiting at a bus
stop - the force of impact flinging one of the men
over a security barrier. Fadi got out of the car and
ran toward the Israelis, but was shot and killed by a
civilian at the scene, police said. There was no
doubt about his motive. “He was furious when his
brother was killed,” said Fadi’s wife, Sawsan, 24. “He
said, ‘I cannot live without my brother. I’ll kill them
all, I’ll kill all the settlers.’” — AP 

Fueled by rage: Palestinian 

lone wolf attacks continue

Three months on, violence defies definition

NAIROBI: More than 170,000 people have fled
war-torn Yemen for the Horn of Africa and the
Gulf, the UN said yesterday, as they appealed
for $94 million in aid. 

“Around 170,000 Yemenis, refugees and
third country nationals have fled to Djibouti,
Ethiopia, Somalia, Sudan and some Gulf coun-
tries,” the UN refugee agency (UNHCR) and
International Organization for Migration (IOM)
said in a statement, after aid meetings in the
Kenyan capital.

The UN said it needed over $94 million to
support those fleeing the war in 2016.
Thousands have been killed and the impover-

ished nation plunged into profound humani-
tarian crisis since March, amid battles between
pro-government forces supported by Saudi-
led air strikes and Iran-backed rebels.

Most of the refugees have made a “perilous
crossing” across the Gulf of Aden to the Horn
of Africa, said Claire Bourgeois, who heads UN
refugee agency operations for those fleeing
Yemen. 

Inside Yemen, an estimated 80 percent of
people need aid, including 2.3 million forced
from their homes, the UN said. “The suffering
that this conflict is inflicting on people is
heart-breaking,” Bourgeois said. — AFP 

Over 170K flee Yemen 

war, UN begs for aid

BAGHDAD: Iraqi forces cemented their hold on
newly gained territory in Ramadi yesterday, after
scoring a breakthrough in their fight against the
Islamic State group by retaking a large part of
the city. The jihadists, who have lost ground in
Iraq over the past few months, meanwhile
claimed a suicide bombing that killed eight peo-
ple near a Shiite mosque in eastern Baghdad.

Backed by sustained air strikes from the US-
led coalition, elite troops recaptured Ramadi’s
southwestern neighborhood of Al-Tameem on
Tuesday. The advance was hailed as a significant
step in efforts to retake Ramadi, a key IS hub 100
kilometers of Baghdad, and fragment the
jihadists’ self-proclaimed “caliphate”.

As the counter-terrorism forces that led the
offensive prepared their next move, local forces
from Anbar province moved in to hold recap-
tured territory. Local police “moved from
Habbaniyah to hold the land in Al-Tameem fol-
lowing its liberation,” a local councilor in the
nearby Khaldiyah area, Ali Dawood, said. The
force consists of around 500 fighters, a military
source said.

One of the main tasks for Iraqi forces is to
clear the area of bombs planted by IS, a favored
tactic of the jihadists that means they can kill
security personnel and civilians long after they
have withdrawn from an area. Cars and trucks
laden with tons of explosives and driven by sui-
cide attackers were a key weapon in IS’s shock
capture of Ramadi in mid-May.

The coalition said in a statement that four
such car bombs were destroyed in air raids on
Tuesday, as well as a plant where they were
manufactured. A total of four coalition strikes in
the area also destroyed IS positions and
weapons and impeded the movements of
jihadist fighters, the statement said. Iraqi forces
spent months cutting off IS supply lines around
Ramadi and slowly closing in on the city by tak-
ing suburban areas one after the other. “The lib-
eration of Al-Tameem was very important and...
enables other forces to advance toward the cen-
tre of the city of Ramadi,” said Sabah Al-Noman,
the spokesman for Iraq’s counter-terrorism

forces. He and other military sources said Iraqi
forces had also retaken the Anbar Operations
Command, a key facility which lies at a fork of
the Euphrates River in the city.

Concern over civilians 
Speaking in Baghdad, the top US official in

the international anti-IS coalition, Brett McGurk,
said the presence of civilians in Ramadi will
require a cautious approach as the operation
moves forward. “There are still civilians inside
Ramadi-Daesh is not allowing any civilians to
leave,” he told reporters, using an Arabic
acronym for IS.

“They’re holding civilians as hostages, and as
human shields, and so we want to do this in a
very careful and deliberate way,” he said. An Iraqi
brigadier general involved in the Ramadi opera-
tion said civilians who are able to move are
being urged to head to Humayrah, a staging
ground controlled by Iraqi forces on the south-
ern edge of Ramadi. He admitted that it was dif-
ficult for those residents still inside the city to
leave. “Daesh (IS) does not allow Ramadi resi-
dents to move... those who try to leave the city
are executed,” he said. The spokesman for the
counter-terrorism forces however said he had no
knowledge of any civilians remaining inside the
city. “The information that we have is that there
are no civilians inside the city of Ramadi,”
Noman said. IS overran large parts of Iraq in
June 2014, including major territory in Anbar,
which stretches from the borders with Syria,
Jordan and Saudi Arabia to the western
approach to Baghdad.

Shifting parts of Ramadi had been held by
anti-government fighters since the beginning of
2014, but IS did not succeed in completely over-
running it until May of this year.  There was no
reaction to the developments in Ramadi from IS
on its usual social media channels but the group
claimed a suicide attack that killed eight people
in the capital Baghdad yesterday. The blast near
a Shiite mosque in the eastern Obeidi area also
wounded at least 19 people, security and med-
ical officials said. — AFP 

Iraqi forces shore 

up gains in Ramadi

BAGHDAD: Blood stains are seen on the ground after suicide bomber blew himself
up near a Shiite mosque in the Obeidi area of the Iraqi capital. — AFP 

AMMAN: Jordan described as exaggerated
yesterday UN claims that 12,000 Syrian
refugees are stuck on the border, but acknowl-
edged that arrivals have been slowed due to
security screenings.  The UN High
Commissioner for Refugees said Tuesday the
Syrians are stranded in “deteriorating humani-
tarian conditions” and urged authorities to
allow them into the country.

Information Minister Mohamed Momani
told AFP: “The number concerning the strand-
ed refugees is exaggerated”, but did not say
what the number was.  He acknowledged
delays in allowing in those fleeing Syria’s near-
ly five-year war, attributing them to “security”
considerations.

“It is the sovereign right of the kingdom to
be meticulous and to take security measures”
when screening refugees arriving from Syria to
ensure that no jihadists try to slip in, he said. He

insisted that the border is open and that dozens
of refugees are entering the country each day.

“Jordan hosts around 1.4 million Syrian
refugees and continues to observe an open-
door policy along its borders and (new) refugees
are welcomed each day,” he said. In its state-
ment, the UNHCR appealed to the government
to prioritize entry for the most vulnerable,
including the elderly, babies under six months
of age and pregnant women. 

“If refugees are not admitted to Jordan and
substantial assistance not provided, the lives of
refugees will be at risk in the coming winter.”
Amnesty International echoed the UNHCR
appeal. A statement said “testimony from Syrian
refugees and international aid workers in
Jordan... suggests that hundreds of refugees
have been arriving on a daily basis in recent
weeks but have been denied access to Jordan
by the authorities”. —AFP

Jordan says Syrian refugee

numbers are exaggerated

This satellite images taken on Dec 5, 2015, shows the Rukban tent encampment for
Syrian refugees at the border with Jordan. Jordan has disputed a UN report that
12,000 Syrian refugees have amassed in a remote desert area on the kingdom’s bor-
der, waiting to be let in. — AP


